Rounding Third A Baseball Anthology
Yeah, reviewing a books Rounding Third A Baseball Anthology could accumulate your close connections listings. This is just one of the solutions
for you to be successful. As understood, deed does not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as capably as contract even more than supplementary will have the funds for each success. neighboring to, the statement as skillfully
as sharpness of this Rounding Third A Baseball Anthology can be taken as competently as picked to act.

My First Book of Baseball - The Editors of Sports Illustrated Kids
2016-04-05
My First Book of Baseball, the second Rookie Book from Sports
Illustrated Kids, coaches young kids through the game of baseball with a
visual retelling of an actual MLB game--from the first pitch to the game
winning hit! Strikes, outs, steals, foul balls, home runs and more are all
explained using a fun mix of Sports Illustrated action photography,
simple text with engaging graphics, and a full glossary of essential
baseball terms and phrases. An illustrated rookie player character also
appears on every page, providing fun facts to help the next generation of
fans better understand the game. Perfect for beginning readers, My First
Book of Baseball is meant to be a shared reading experience between
parents and their young minor league rookies before, during, and after
the ball game.
The Everything Kids' Baseball Book, 11th Edition - Greg Jacobs
2020-03-10
This newest edition to the long-running Everything Kids’ Baseball series
updated with current information on the 2018 and 2019 baseball
seasons, refreshed bios, and an expanded look at fantasy baseball is
“everything you want in a kid’s book” (Associated Press). Now you can
introduce young fans to the fun, action, and excitement of America’s
favorite pastime with this all-inclusive, updated edition of The Everything
Kids’ Baseball Book. Featuring dozens of puzzles and games, this edition
has up-to-date stats for all of your favorite players and teams. Get to
know the best star players today, learn the rules and history of the game,
and start to develop your own baseball skills—from t-ball to the World
Series—with this comprehensive guide to the entertaining world of
baseball. Covering everything you need to know, this book is sure to be a
grand slam for kids and parents alike!
The Annotated Baseball Stories of Ring W. Lardner, 1914-1919 - Ring
Lardner 1995
An annotated and copiously illustrated edition of the 24 short stories
published between 1914 and 1919 by Ring Lardner, which include the
stories collected later and known as "You know me, Al."
Travelball - Ron Filipkowski 2011-02
Whether you're an experienced coach or a parent eager to help your
child get the best experiences with a newly-formed team, you'll get
everything you need from Ron Filipkowski's "Travelball: How to Start
and Manage a Successful Travel Baseball Team." Filipkowski, named the
2010 13-U Coach of the Year by Travelball Select, brings more than a
decade of personal expertise to this comprehensive handbook. He not
only knows what it takes to keep a group of kids moving ahead toward
top-level tournament goals-- he also shares amazing insights into the
psychology of motivation and team management. Along the way, Ron
Filipkowski shares unabashedly personal stories of his many experiences
as the coach of a championship team. Some of his tales will have you
splitting your sides with laughter; others will simply melt your heart. But
throughout the book the author repeatedly makes one thing clear: if your
team is going to be a consistent success on the baseball field, then you
have to be at the top of your game when your players are off the field,
too. While some travelball coaches may find themselves severely
challenged by the competing needs of young players, demanding parents,
petty rivalries, scheduling conflicts, hotel logistics, unethical
competition, and all the other wild and unpredictable factors that go into
the potentially overwhelming world of high-level travelball competition,
Ron Filipkowski makes it all seem easy. Although "Travelball" features a
massive amount of practical, hands-on information that will help you
coach your team to peak levels of performance, this book doesn't stop
there. Ron Filipkowski also takes you off the playing field, out of the
dugout, past the locker room, and into the hearts and minds of anxious
parents, overbearing tournament officials, and the umpires who never
seem to get the respect they deserve. This is the real world of competing
egos, unintentional goof-ups, and big-league stupidity that can make
even veteran coaches pull their hair out-- and Filipkowski not only
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captures it elegantly in print; he also tells you exactly how to survive in
this super-charged culture of crazy little things that all somehow make a
big difference! If you're serious about being all the coach you can be, get
this book and read every word. Then read it a second time, and keep a
copy with you every time you get ready for a practice or head out for a
tournament. And if you really want your team to succeed, make sure all
your assistant coaches have their own copies, too! Here's just some of
what you'll find in the exciting pages of "Travelball: How to Start and
Manage a Successsful Travel Baseball Team" * Dealing with parents that
are unhappy with playing time or positions. * How to handle and
approach youth umpires to get them on your side. * Crazy little strategy
tips that make a huge difference in travelball tournaments. * Why you
should consistently treat each player different. * Creative offensive and
defensive plays. * Recruiting new players from rec ball leagues and other
travelball teams. * Tournament and game strategies adapted for
travelball rules and formats. * Why doing things by "The Book" doesn't
always work in the youth game. * Keeping other coaches from recruiting
your players. * Managing playing time in tournaments to keep everyone
happy while winning. * How to make travelball coexist with rec ball,
school ball and other sports. * Baseball-specific strength, speed &
conditioning exercises tailored for youth players. * Why home runs are
evil in the youth game. * Curveballs and kids. * Why Bill Walsh-style
practices are best for young players. * How to keep your team together
over several seasons. * Teaching plate discipline and the mental
approach at the plate. * The ethics of sign-stealing. * Why you should
remove the word "umpire" from your team vocabulary. * Dealing with
difficult parents of outstanding players. * Hosting tournaments as
fundraisers. * And much, mu
The Lords of the Realm - John Helyar 2011-07-27
"The ultimate chronicle of the games behind the game."—The New York
Times Book Review Baseball has always inspired rhapsodic elegies on
the glory of man and golden memories of wonderful times. But what you
see on the field is only half the game. In this fascinating, colorful
chronicle—based on hundreds of interviews and years of research and
digging—John Helyar brings to vivid life the extraordinary people and
dramatic events that shaped America's favorite pastime, from the deadball days at the turn of the century through the great strike of 1994.
Witness zealous Judge Landis banish eight players, including Shoeless
Joe Jackson, after the infamous "Black Sox" scandal; the flamboyant A's
owner Charlie Finley wheel and deal his star players, Vida Blue and
Rollie Fingers, like a deck of cards; the hysterical bidding war of coveted
free agent Catfish Hunter; the chain-smoking romantic, A. Bartlett
Giamatti, locking horns with Pete Rose during his gambling days of
summer; and much more. Praise for The Lords of the Realm "A must-read
for baseball fans . . . reads like a suspense novel."—Kirkus Reviews
"Refreshingly hard-headed . . . the only book you'll need to read on the
subject."—Newsday "Lots of stories . . . well told, amusing . . .
edifying."—The Washington Post
Calico Joe - John Grisham 2013-03-26
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A surprising and moving novel of
fathers and sons, forgiveness and redemption, set in the world of Major
League Baseball… “Grisham knocks it out of the park.”—The Washington
Post It’s the summer of 1973, and Joe Castle is the boy wonder of
baseball, the greatest rookie anyone has ever seen. The kid from Calico
Rock, Arkansas, dazzles Chicago Cubs fans as he hits home run after
home run, politely tipping his hat to the crowd as he shatters all rookie
records. Calico Joe quickly becomes the idol of every baseball fan in
America, including Paul Tracey, the young son of a hard-partying and
hard-throwing New York Mets pitcher. On the day that Warren Tracey
finally faces Calico Joe, Paul is in the stands, rooting for his idol but also
for his dad. Then Warren throws a fastball that will change their lives
forever.
Rounding Third and Headed for Home - William J Maloney 2021-01-12
This collection pays poetic tribute to fifty early stars and innovators of
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the game. Baseball is a game which links the generations and transcends
the usual boundaries of time. The early pioneers believed that baseball
revealed the physical strength, mental prowess, and inner fortitude and
determination of the game's participants. As such, this book of poetry
provides a glimpse into the lives of these baseball greats in a manner
which celebrates their multifaceted, vibrant and unique lives both on and
off the diamond.Dr. William J. Maloney is a clinical associate professor at
New York University College of Dentistry. He is a fellow of the Academy
of Dentistry International, the New York Academy of Medicine, the Royal
Society of Medicine and the Pierre Fauchard Academy. Dr. Maloney is
the author of over 270 professional publications. He has also been
presented with the Award of Excellence from The Floating Hospital of
New York City. He has also been inducted into various prestigious
organizations and societies, such as The New York Academy of Medicine
and The Royal Society of Medicine.
If These Walls Could Talk: Oakland A's - Ken Korach 2019-04-02
Throughout their history, the Oakland Athletics have been one of the
most audacious and individual franchises in all of baseball. As the
longtime radio voice of the A's, Ken Korach has called countless
improbable, unforgettable moments. As the San Francisco Chronicle's
veteran beat reporter, Susan Slusser has become the preeminent scribe
of the A's modern era. Both have witnessed more than their share of
team history up close and personal. In If These Walls Could Talk:
Oakland A's, Korach and Slusser provide insight into the A's inner
sanctum as only they can. Readers will gain the perspective of players,
coaches, and front office executives in times of greatness as well as
defeat, making for a keepsake no fan will want to miss.
The Extra 2% - Jonah Keri 2011-03-08
What happens when three financial industry whiz kids and certified
baseball nuts take over an ailing major league franchise and implement
the same strategies that fueled their success on Wall Street? In the case
of the 2008 Tampa Bay Rays, an American League championship
happens—the culmination of one of the greatest turnarounds in baseball
history. In The Extra 2%, financial journalist and sportswriter Jonah Keri
chronicles the remarkable story of one team’s Cinderella journey from
divisional doormat to World Series contender. When former Goldman
Sachs colleagues Stuart Sternberg and Matthew Silverman assumed
control of the Tampa Bay Devil Rays in 2005, it looked as if they were
buying the baseball equivalent of a penny stock. But the incoming regime
came armed with a master plan: to leverage their skill at trading,
valuation, and management to build a model twenty-first-century
franchise that could compete with their bigger, stronger, richer
rivals—and prevail. Together with “boy genius” general manager Andrew
Friedman, the new Rays owners jettisoned the old ways of doing things,
substituting their own innovative ideas about employee development,
marketing and public relations, and personnel management. They
exorcized the “devil” from the team’s nickname, developed metrics that
let them take advantage of undervalued aspects of the game, like
defense, and hired a forward-thinking field manager as dedicated to
unconventional strategy as they were. By quantifying the game’s
intangibles—that extra 2% that separates a winning organization from a
losing one—they were able to deliver to Tampa Bay something that Billy
Beane’s “Moneyball” had never brought to Oakland: an American League
pennant. A book about what happens when you apply your business skills
to your life’s passion, The Extra 2% is an informative and entertaining
case study for any organization that wants to go from worst to first.
Rounding Third - Paul Kocak 2013-01-04
Baseball. Zen. Poetry. Put them all together, and you have word sketches
of baseball icons: Mays, Musial, Maris, Mantle, Williams, Aaron, Ruth. A
salute to the 2012 San Francisco Giants. And personal reflections of
mindful observation. Even if baseball or poetry is not your cup of tea, you
are sure to enjoy these portraits and snapshots in words. Celebrate the
human spirit on the playing fields of the heart.
The Funniest Man In Baseball - Audrey Vernick 2018-04-03
A hilarious picture book biography about Max Patkin, a professional
ballplayer turned legendary baseball clown, from the author of the
acclaimed Brothers at Bat and other baseball nonfiction. Max Patkin was
pitching in the minor leagues when he was injured and had to leave his
dreams behind. He joined the Navy and eventually was able to play again
while in the military . . . and this time he got to pitch against superstar
Joe DiMaggio. When Joe hit one of Max’s throws out of the park, Max
threw down his glove, left the mound, and chased Joe around the bases,
making faces and imitating his every move. The crowd loved it! And a
baseball clown was born. This inspiring and comical biography carries an
important message: Life doesn’t always turn out exactly as you hope . . .
rounding-third-a-baseball-anthology

but moving in a new direction can sometimes bring happy surprises.
Rounding Third - Walter Gerard Meyer 2009
Rob realizes his new friend is hiding something. The bruises on Josh's
body and his reluctance to let Rob know about certain parts of his life
have Rob suspicious. When Josh's secrets become life-threatening, Rob
and his family must step up to the plate.
The Ultimate Baseball Book - Daniel Okrent 2000
Traces the history of baseball and offers profiles of the individuals who
shaped the game.
Where Nobody Knows Your Name - John Feinstein 2015-03-17
Minor league baseball is quintessentially American: small towns, small
stadiums, $5 tickets, $2 hot dogs, the never-ending possibility of making
it big. But looming above it all is always the real deal: Major League
Baseball. John Feinstein takes the reader behind the curtain into the
guarded world of the minor leagues, like no other writer can. Where
Nobody Knows Your Name explores the trials and travails of the
inhabitants of Triple-A, focusing on nine men, including players,
managers and umpires, among many colorful characters, living on the
cusp of the dream. The book tells the stories of former World Series hero
Scott Podsednik, giving it one more shot; Durham Bulls manager Charlie
Montoya, shepherding generations across the line; and designated hitter
Jon Lindsey, a lifelong minor leaguer, waiting for his day to come. From
Raleigh to Pawtucket, from Lehigh Valley to Indianapolis and beyond,
this is an intimate and exciting look at life in the minor leagues, where
you’re either waiting for the call or just passing through.
Moneyball (Movie Tie-in Edition) (Movie Tie-in Editions) - Michael Lewis
2011-08-22
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of the Oakland Athletics,
is using a new kind of thinking to build a successful and winning baseball
team without spending enormous sums of money.
The Everything Kids' Baseball Book, 12th Edition - Joe Gergen
2022-03-22
Updated with statistics from the 2020 and 2021 seasons, this new edition
introduces young fans to the fun, action, and excitement of America's
favorite pastime, with information on the biggest stars playing today, the
rules and history of the game, and tips to develop a new player's skills.
Ring Around the Bases - Ring Lardner 1992
A complete anthology of baseball fiction by Ring Lardner features short
stories that capture the integral role of baseball in American life.
Bottom of the 33rd - Dan Barry 2011-04-12
“Bottom of the 33rd is chaw-chewing, sunflower-spitting, pine tar proof
that too much baseball is never enough.” —Jane Leavy, author of The
Last Boy and Sandy Koufax “What a book—an exquisite exercise in storytelling, democracy and myth-making.” —Colum McCann, winner of the
National Book Award for Let The Great World Spin From Pulitzer Prizewinning New York Times columnist Dan Barry comes the beautifully
recounted story of the longest game in baseball history—a tale
celebrating not only the robust intensity of baseball, but the aspirational
ideal epitomized by the hard-fighting players of the minor leagues. In the
tradition of Moneyball, The Last Hero, and Wicked Good Year, Barry’s
Bottom of the 33rd is a reaffirming story of the American Dream finding
its greatest expression in timeless contests of the Great American
Pastime.
Called Out But Safe - Al Clark 2014-05-01
If an umpire could steal the show in a Major League game, Al Clark
might well have been the one to do it. Tough but fair, in his thirty years
as a professional umpire he took on some of baseball’s great umpire
baiters, such as Earl Weaver, Billy Martin, and Dick Williams, while
ejecting any number of the game’s elite—once tearing a hamstring in the
process. He was the first Jewish umpire in American League history, and
probably the first to eject his own father from the officials’ dressing
room. But whatever Clark was doing—officiating at Nolan Ryan’s three
hundredth win, Cal Ripken’s record breaker, or the “earthquake” World
Series of 1989, or braving a labor dispute, an anti-Semitic tirade by a Cy
Young Award winner, or a legal imbroglio—it makes for a good story.
Called Out but Safe is Clark’s outspoken and often hilarious account of
his life in baseball from umpire school through the highlights to the
inglorious end of his stellar career. Not just a source of baseball history
and lore, Clark’s book also affords a rare look at what life is like for
someone who works for the Major Leagues’ other team.
The Baseball Book - Kevin Briand 2003-03
Photographs of professional players in action as well as step-by-step
guides to drills for performing specific positions combine to provide
advice and instruction designed to help improve how the game is played.
Rounding Third and Headed for Home - Edward Tooley 2017-03-20
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Rounding Third and Headed for Home Based on a True Story At the age
of nine, Ed received a brand-new baseball glove and fell in love with the
game of baseball. Ed signed up to play Little League. Each year, he got
bigger and better. At the end of each season, an All-Star team was
announced. The ceremony was like no other for a young boy. Crowds of
people came to see which players would be selected to the team. Ed was
confident that this year he would be chosen one of the All Stars. He had
waited a long time for this special moment. A very special surprise
awaits him if only he is willing to persevere.
Miracle Ball - Brian Biegel 2010-06-01
"Nothing short of mind-blowing . . . Just amazing stuff"—Newsday "A
fast-paced, fascinating tale that combines shoe leather, high-tech
forensics and some healthy dollops of luck….Biegel makes a compelling
case that he's solved the mystery…his book is a home run." – Associated
Press October 3, 1951. Giants third baseman Bobby Thomson hit the
most dramatic home run in the history of baseball. The moment occurred
in the bottom of the ninth inning of a sudden-death playoff game between
the New York Giants and their arch rivals from Brooklyn, the Dodgers.
People across the nation watched on their new TV sets, and the home run
became known as “the Shot Heard ’Round the World.” But after clearing
the left-ﬁeld wall, the central artifact of the play—the ball
itself—inexplicably went missing. The mystery of what happened to the
legendary baseball has remained unsolved for a half century. Until now.
Miracle Ball is the gripping account of author Brian Biegel’s two-year
effort to unravel the mystery that experts said could never be solved. A
sports story for the ages, an engrossing mystery narrative, and a moving
account of a man’s unbreakable bond with his family and of his struggles
to save himself, Miracle Ball delivers both heart and headlines.
The Baseball Book of Why - John McCollister 2020-04-01
Why do we sometimes refer to a left-handed pitcher as a “southpaw?”
Why are major league pitchers normally limited to 100 pitches per game?
Why was Jack Roosevelt Robinson the first African-American ever to play
as part of an official lineup for a team in Major League Baseball? Why is
a baseball field sometimes referred to as a diamond? This book provides
over 100 questions and detailed answers concerning the traditions, rules,
and history of the national pastime. Organized by the sport’s five
eras—Dead Ball, Live Ball, Golden Age, Expansion, and Steroid Era—it
answers questions about hitting, pitching, fielding, base running,
managing, scouting and ownership that vex even the most ardent fans of
the game. Moreover, this book is an appreciation of how baseball’s
traditions began.
Third Base - Heidi McLaughlin 2016-06-07
EVERY GAME HAS RULES. HE'S ABOUT TO BREAK THEM . . . Since
becoming a major league baseball player, I've learned a few hard
lessons. Like never give out your home address on social media (sorry,
Mom). Never shoot your mouth off without thinking . . . and never, ever
let your personal life interfere with your game. But then I saw her sitting alone behind the enemy dugout, watching me - and I just had to
meet this girl. Now I know that Daisy Robinson has her secrets, but
there's something about her that drives me crazy. Maybe it's her
innocence, her absolutely amazing knowledge of baseball, or just the fact
that she is so unbelievably beautiful. I have to take it slow. Prove to her
that the rumors about me are just that - rumors. Daisy might be my
ultimate lifetime win. . . if I don't get hit by the curveball that's coming
my way.
The Everything Kids' Baseball Book - Greg Jacobs 2010-02-18
From the ballpark to the backyard and beyond, this book captures all the
action, fun, and excitement of America's favorite pastime. You'll learn
everything you ever wanted to know about: The history of baseball Your
favorite American and National League teams Stats and records
Ballparks around the country Baseball legends and current players How
to play like a pro Fantasy baseball teams With more than 30 puzzles and
activities, you'll be inspired to get out to the nearest baseball diamond to
practice your skills with your friends.
Hitting the Curveballs - Jay Myers 2014-01-01
In Hitting the Curveballs, small business owner Jay Myers coaches
entrepreneurs to use crises to grow their business by inspiring them to
embrace new strategies, including creative employee recruiting methods,
niche marketing, using your book as a hook, and much more. Myers tells
the story of how he led his own company to more than double its sales to
$25 million from 2007 to 2011, when they lost 80% of their sales team
and faced the worst economy in living memory. Buy this book if you want
the encouraging voice of an experienced hitter behind you next time you
step up to the plate.
Rounding Third, Heading Home! - David Aretha 2012-01-01
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In this page-turning fiction book, Jacob's Little League team, Morey's
Funeral Home, is a perennial loser. They have never finished with a
winning record, but this ragtag team of ten-year-olds has a new coach
and a positive attitude for opening day. Standing in the way of a
championship is the best team in the league, the Bankees. Will Jacob lead
his team to a winning season? To beat their nemesis, they will need help
from everybody, including Rupa, the team's worst player. Can the
underdog, Morey's Funeral Home team, make a mad dash to victory?
The Best of Everything Baseball Book - Nate LeBoutillier 2011
When was the first World Series played? What MLB pitcher holds the
league record with seven no-hitters? Which player stole home 54 times
during his career? Learn the answer to these questions and more in The
Best of Everything Baseball Book.
Keep Swinging - Jay Myers 2007-11-01
Myers, founder of Interactive Solutions, Inc., had many days in his
business early years when he thought he was going to end up just
another statistic. As one of Americas fastest growing private companies,
Myers shares his lessons on overcoming adversity and achieving small
business success.
The Echoing Green - Joshua Prager 2008-03-11
This is the untold story of the secret scandal behind baseball's most
legendary moment:The Shot Heard Round the World. A Washington Post
Best Book of the Year. At 3:58 p.m. on October 3, 1951, Bobby Thomson
hit a home run off Ralph Branca. The ball sailed over the left field wall
and into history. The Giants won the pennant. That moment—the Shot
Heard Round the World—reverberated from the West Wing of the White
House to the Sing Sing death house to the Polo Grounds clubhouse,
where hitter and pitcher forever turned into hero and goat. It was also in
that centerfield block of concrete that, after the home run, a Giant coach
tucked away a Wollensak telescope. The Echoing Green places that
revelation at the heart of a larger story, re-creating in extravagant detail
and illuminating as never before the impact of both a moment and a longguarded secret on the lives of Bobby Thomson and Ralph Branca.
Baseball Bob Board Book - William Joyce 1999-01-09
Bob, a big green dinosaur, is asked to join the local baseball team and his
hit helps win the first game of the season.
The Writers' Game - Richard Orodenker 1996
Richard Orodenker's The Writers' Game is a one-of-a-kind guide to the
writers and player-writers whose voices have formed this unique
subgenre of American literature. Surveying the vast body of nonfiction
writing devoted to baseball and exploring the recurrent themes and
myths that typify it, the book gives special attention to the familiar essay,
the in-depth personal profile, and the memoir or autobiography, while
never skirting seminal works of baseball lore, whether early sports guide,
dime novel, or oral history. The result is a dozen thematically arranged
chapters that inspect the works of scores of writers - including Christy
Mathewson, Stephen Crane, Donald Hall, Jim Bouton, Roger Angell, and
Annie Dillard - and provide a thoroughly entertaining compendium of the
history and culture of baseball. Enhancing the volume's usefulness are an
introduction, notes and references, selected bibliography, and index.
The Man Book - Otto DeFay 2008-05-13
A hilarious life-skills handbook covering everything a modern man needs
to know offers practical tips on how to be politically correct, deal with
overbearing significant others, know what to wear, settle bar bets, and
more with helpful tutorials on fly fishing, things never to say during sex,
leprechauns, and other "vital" topics. Original. 50,000 first printing.
Rounding Third and Headed for Home - John M. Rozeboom 2019-10-16
See how family, faith, and fun finds its way into the life of the author.
The Everything Kids' Baseball Book, 10th Edition - Greg Jacobs
2018-03-06
“Everything you want in a kid’s book” (Associated Press) this informative
and accessible guide to America’s favorite pastime covers everything
from baseball’s history to today’s favorite players—with lots of home run
fun in between.
The Natural - Bernard Malamud 2003-07-07
Introduction by Kevin Baker The Natural, Bernard Malamud's first novel,
published in 1952, is also the first—and some would say still the
best—novel ever written about baseball. In it Malamud, usually
appreciated for his unerring portrayals of postwar Jewish life, took on
very different material—the story of a superbly gifted "natural" at play in
the fields of the old daylight baseball era—and invested it with the
hardscrabble poetry, at once grand and altogether believable, that runs
through all his best work. Four decades later, Alfred Kazin's comment
still holds true: "Malamud has done something which—now that he has
done it!—looks as if we have been waiting for it all our lives. He has
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screenwriting, casting, the nuts and bolts of directing, the
postproduction process, and even through its release. But this is also a
book about baseball and its singular romance in the world of sports.
Shelton spent six years in the minor leagues before making this film, and
his experiences resonate throughout this book. Full of wry humor and
insight, The Church of Baseball tells the remarkable story behind an
iconic film.
My First Baseball Book - Sterling Children's 2015-04-07
Baseball. Bat. Glove. Catch. This First Book is a home run!
The Baseball Anthology - Joseph E. Wallace 1994
A look at the national pastime offers photographs, interviews, cartoons,
anecdotes, memorabilia, and previously unpublished stories and personal
correspondence
Baseball Baby - Laura Gehl 2021-03-30
This fun, rhyming board book about baby’s first baseball game features
energetic and eye-catching illustrations, making it an adorable must-have
for baseball fans of all ages! Baby loves baseball, the bat and the ball, the
players and stadium—he loves it all! In this adorable book, perfect for all
baseball fans, baby goes to his first baseball game! From singing along
with the crowd in the stadium to eating sweet baseball treats to watching
the players hit the ball, baby just loves it all. So, when the game is over
and the day is done, baby can’t wait to have more fun—by learning how
to play baseball, too!

really raised the whole passion and craziness and fanaticism of baseball
as a popular spectacle to its ordained place in mythology."
The Church of Baseball - Ron Shelton 2022-07-05
From the award-winning screenwriter and director of cult classic Bull
Durham, the extremely entertaining behind-the-scenes story of the
making of the film, and an insightful primer on the art and business of
moviemaking. “This book tells you how to make a movie—the whole nine
innings of it—out of nothing but sheer will.” —Tony Gilroy,
writer/director of Michael Clayton and The Bourne Legacy “The only
church that truly feeds the soul, day in, day out, is the church of
baseball.” —Annie in Bull Durham Bull Durham, the breakthrough 1988
film about a minor league baseball team, is widely revered as the best
sports movie of all time. But back in 1987, Ron Shelton was a first-time
director and no one was willing to finance a movie about
baseball—especially a story set in the minors. The jury was still out on
Kevin Costner’s leading-man potential, while Susan Sarandon was
already a has-been. There were doubts. But something miraculous
happened, and The Church of Baseball attempts to capture why. From
organizing a baseball camp for the actors and rewriting key scenes while
on set, to dealing with a short production schedule and overcoming the
challenge of filming the sport, Shelton brings to life the making of this
beloved American movie. Shelton explains the rarely revealed ins and
outs of moviemaking, from a film’s inception and financing,
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